Partner Organizations:
Sophomore Shadow Day
2020

Abbott Laboratories
Advanced Dermatology

Baltimore County Public Schools (3)
Baltimore Magazine

Baltimore Police Department, Forensic Laboratory Section (3)
Brown Advisory

Brummer Orthodontics
CallisonRTKL
Calvert School
Constellation

Cummings & Co. Realtors
Delaney Dental
Dynamic Design

ENT Associates, GBMC
Everyman Theatre

FastForward U Johns Hopkins
Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI)

Firaxis Games
Foreman Wolf

Greater Baltimore Medical Center (3)
Greenhouse Funds

Havas Helia (2)
Hulu (NYC)
imre (2)

Institute of Marine and Environmental Technology (2)
Jacksonville Veterinary Hospital (2)

Jenkins Baer Associates (2)
Johns Hopkins Hospital (7)

Johns Hopkins Technology Ventures
Johns Hopkins University

Kansas City Ballet (KC)

Kate Culotta Interiors
Kids First Pediatric Dentistry

Law Office of David M. Grossman
MacQuaid Eye Institute

Marriott International
Marshall Craft Associates
Medical Wave

MedStar Franklin Square Medical Center

Miles & Stockbridge
Nice Shot Photography

Office of the Public Defender, Baltimore County

Padonia Pediatrics
Prettyboy Veterinary Hospital

Reaching Milestones

Roy Cox Photography
Sheppard Pratt Health System

Sinai Hospital
Smiles 4 Children

Stanley Black & Decker
Stevenson Village Veterinary Hospital

T. Rowe Price
The Family Tree

Timonium Animal Hospital
Toomey Dentistry

Towson Sports Medicine
Under Armour

United States Coast Guard

University of Maryland Medical Center (2)

WBFF Fox 45

Yomiuri Shim bun- The Japan News

BOLD= alums or SPSG/SPPL parent hosts